3.6 Organisms respond to changes in their
internal and external environments
3.6.1 Stimuli, both internal and external, are detected and
lead to a response
3.6.1.1 Survival and response
Content
•
•
•
•
•

Organisms increase their chance of survival by responding to changes in their
environment.
In flowering plants, species growth factors move from growing regions to other
tissues, where they regulate growth in response to directional stimuli.
The effect of different concentrations of indoleacetic acid (IAA) on cell elongation in
the roots and shoots of flowering plants as an explanation of gravitropism and
phototropism in flowering plants.
Taxes and kineses as simple responses that can maintain a mobile organism in a
favourable environment.
The protective effect of a simple reflex, exemplified by a three-neurone simple reflex.
Details of spinal cord and dorsal and ventral roots are not required.

A stimulus is a detectable change in the internal or external environment of an organism that
leads to a response in the organism. These responses increase the chance of survival for
organisms. Those organisms that survive have a greater chance of raising offspring and of
passing their alleles to the next generation. Selection pressure favours organisms with more
appropriate responses.
Stimuli are detected by receptors, and receptors are specific to one type of stimulus.
Coordinators formulate a suitable response to a stimulus, from which a response is produced
by an effector. One means of communication in large, multicellular organisms occurs via
hormones, which is a relatively slow process.
Taxes and kinesis are simple responses that can maintain a mobile organism in a favourable
environment.
A taxis is a simple response whose direction is determined by the direction of the stimulus.
As a result, motile organisms move their whole body towards a favourable stimulus or in the
other direction. Taxes are classified according to whether the movement is towards the
stimulus (positive taxis) or away from the stimulus (negative taxis) and also by the nature of
the stimulus. Some examples are:
•
•

Single-celled algae will move towards light (positive phototaxis). This increases
change of survival since being photosynthetic, they require light to manufacture their
food.
Earthworms will move away from light (negative phototaxis). This increases their
chance of survival as it takes them into the soil, where they are better able to conserve
water, find food and avoid predators
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•

Some species of bacteria move towards a region where glucose is more highly
concentrated (positive chemotaxis). This increases their chances of survival because
they use glucose as a source of food.

Kinesis are responses in which organisms do not move towards or away from a stimulus.
They instead change the speed at which it moves and the rate at which it changes direction. If
an organism crosses a sharp dividing line between a favourable and an unfavourable
environment, its rate of turning increases. This raises its chances of a quick return to a
favourable environment. However, if it moves a considerable distance into an unfavourable
environment, its rate of turning may slowly decrease so that it moves in long straight lines
before it turns, and it’ll often turn very sharply. This type of response tends to bring the
organism into a new region with favourable conditions. It is important when a stimulus is less
directional. Humidity and temperature are examples of things that do not produce clear
gradients from one extreme to another.
An example of kinesis occurs in woodlice. Woodlice lose water from their bodies in dry
conditions. When they move from a damp area into a dry one, they move more rapidly and
change direction more often. This increases their chance of moving back into the damp area.
Once they return back to a damp area their movement and rate of turning will slow, thus
increasing their chances of staying in damp areas. However, if they remain in a dry area for a
long period of time, then they move rapidly in straight lines until they move back into a damp
area.
Tropisms are the parts of plants responsible to a directional stimulus. In almost all cases the
plant part grows towards (positive response) or away (negative response) the stimulus.
Examples of the usefulness of this are:
•
•

Plant shoots grow towards light (positive phototropism) and away from gravity
(negative gravitropism) so that their leaves are in the most favourable position to
capture light for photosynthesis
Plant roots grow away from light (negative phototropism) and towards gravity
(positive gravitropism). In both cases the response increases the probability that roots
will grow into the soil, where they are better able to absorb water and mineral ions.

Plants have no nervous system, but they still need to respond to changes in their external and
internal environments in order to survive. Plants respond to light, ie shoots grow towards
light. Plants respond to gravity; ie its roots are firmly anchored in the soil for stability. Also
they respond to water, as almost all plant roots grow towards water for photosynthesis and
other processes.
Plants respond to external stimuli with plant growth factors, which are hormone like
substances. Their influence is felt by affecting growth, they may be made by cells located
throughout the plant rather than in particular organs. Unlike animal hormones, some plant
growth factors affect the tissues that release them rather than acting on a distance target
organ. Indoleacetic acid (IAA) is an example of a plant growth factor, and is also an
example of an auxin. IAA controls plant cell elongation amongst other things.
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IAA controls tropisms, where a tropism is the directional growth of a plant in response to a
directional stimulus. To take light as an example, young shoots grow towards light that is
directed at it from one side, this is called positive phototropism.
Phototropism in flowering plants:
1. Cells in the tip of the shoot produce IAA, which is then transported down the shoot
2. The IAA is initially transported evenly throughout all regions as it begins to move
down the shoot
3. Light causes the movement of IAA from the light side to the shaded side of the shoot
4. A greater concentration of IAA builds on the shaded side
5. As IAA causes elongation of shoot cells and there is a greater concentration of IAA
on the shaded side of the shoot, the cells elongate more
6. The shaded side elongates faster -than the light side, so the shoot bends towards the
light.
IAA also controls the bending of roots in response to light, but in roots IAA inhibits cell
elongation. Therefore, in roots the elongation of cells is greater on the light side than shaded
side, so roots bend away from light, ie they are negatively phototropic.
Gravitropism in flowering plants:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cells in the tip of the root produce IAA, which is then transported along the root
The IAA is initially transported to all sides of the root
Gravity influences the movement of IAA from the upper side to lower side of the root
A greater concentration of IAA builds up on the lower side of the root than on the
upper side
5. As IAA inhibits the elongation of root cells, and now there is a greater concentration
of IAA on the lower side, the cells on this side elongate less than those on the upper
side
6. The relatively greater elongation of cells on the upper side compared to the lower side
causes the root to bend downwards towards the force of gravity.
In shoots, the greater concentration of IAA on the lower side increases cell elongation and
causes this side to elongate more than the upper side, so the root grows upwards away from
gravitational forces.
In the diagram below the role of IAA in phototropism and gravitropism responses is
summarised.
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The transport of IAA in plants is in one direction, namely away from the tip of shoots and
roots (where it is produced). IAA also increases plasticity of the cell walls of plant cells. The
response only occurs on young cell walls where cells are able to elongate. As the cells mature
they develop greater rigidity so older parts of the shoot/root will not be able to respond. The
proposed explanation of how IAA increases the plasticity of cells is called the acid growth
hypothesis.
The acid growth hypothesis states that the active transport of hydrogen ions from the
cytoplasm into spaces in the cell wall causes the cell wall to become more plastic, allowing
the cell to elongate by expansion. The elongation of cells on one side only of a stem or root
can lead to them bending. This is the means by which plants respond relatively quickly to
environmental stimuli like light and gravity. These responses can be explained in terms of the
stimuli causing uneven distribution of IAA, as it moves away from the tip of the stem or root.
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The simplest type of nervous response to a stimulus is a reflex arc. A reflex arc involves
neurones and the nervous system. The nervous system is organised in the following way:
•
•

The central nervous system (CNS), which is made up of the brain and spinal cord
The peripheral nervous system (PNS), which is made up of pairs of nerves that
originate from either the brain or the spinal cord

The peripheral nervous system can be further subdivided into two sections:
•
•

Sensory neurones which carry nerve impulses (electrical signals) from receptors
towards the central nervous system
Motor neurones, which carry nerve impulses away from the central nervous system
to effectors.

The motor neurone system can be further subdivided as follows:
•
•

The voluntary nervous system which carry nerve impulses to the body muscles and
is under voluntary (conscious) control
The autonomic nervous system which carries nerve impulses to glands, smooth
muscle and cardiac muscle and is not under voluntary control.

The spinal cord works alongside the CNS to transmit neural signals between the brain and
rest of the body. The spinal cord is a column of nervous tissue that runs along the back and
lies inside the vertebral column for protection. Emerging at intervals along the spinal cord are
pairs of neurones, ones from the receptor and ones going to the effector.
The pathways of neurones involved in a reflex is known as a reflex arc, where a reflex is an
involuntary response to a sensory stimulus.
Simple reflex arcs involve just three neurones. If one of the neurones is found in the spinal
cord, this is called a spinal reflex. The main stages of a spinal reflex arc, such as withdrawing
the hand from a hot object, are given below.
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The stimulus – ie heat from a hot object
A receptor – temperature receptors are found in the skin, and in the case of
withdrawing the hand from a hot object, on the back of your hand. This generates
nerve impulses in the sensory neurone
A sensory neurone – passes nerve impulses to the spinal cord
A coordinator (intermediate neurone) – links the sensory neurone to the motor
neurone in the spinal cord
A motor neurone – carries nerve impulses from the spinal cord to a muscle in the
upper arm
An effector – the muscle in the upper arm, which is stimulated to contract
The response – pulling the hand away from the hot object

The reflex arc is vital as it makes survival more likely. Reflexes are involuntary and are
important because:
•

•
•

They do not require a decision from the brain first, so leave the brain to complete
more complex responses and mean that the response can be rapid. This means the
brain is not overloaded with situations in which the response is always the same.
Some impulses are nevertheless sent to the brain, so that it is informed of what is
happening and can sometimes override the reflex if necessary
They protect the body from harm and do not require learning
They are fast because the neurone pathway is short, with typically one or two
synapses only (synapses are the slowest link in a neurone pathway)
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AQA June 2015 Q7a
Question:
Give one similarity and one difference between a taxis and a tropism
Answer:
1. Similarity – directional response (to a stimulus)/movement towards/away from a stimulus;
2. Difference – taxis (whole) organism moves and tropism a growth (response)
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3.6.1.2 Receptors
Content
•
•
•
•

The Pacinian corpuscle should be used as an example of a receptor to illustrate that:
o Receptors respond only to specific stimuli
o Stimulation of a receptor leads to the establishment of a generator potential.
The basic structure of a Pacinian corpuscle.
Deformation of stretch-mediated sodium ion channels in a Pacinian corpuscle leads to
the establishment of a generator potential.
The human retina in sufficient detail to show how differences in sensitivity to light,
sensitivity to colour and visual acuity are explained by differences in the optical
pigments of rods and cones and the connections rods and cones make in the optic
nerve.
Opportunities for Skills Development

•

Students could design and carry out investigations into:
o The sensitivity of temperature receptors in human skin
o Habituation of touch receptors in human skin
o Resolution of touch receptors in human skin.

The Pacinian corpuscle is a type of receptor that is used to illustrate that:
•
•

Receptors will only respond to a specific type of stimulus, so in the case of the
Pacinian corpuscle – mechanical pressure as opposed to light, heat, sound etc.
Stimulation of a receptor leads to the establishment of a generator potential by acting
as a transducer. All stimuli involve a change in some form of energy, and it is the
transducers job to convert the change in form of energy by the stimulus into a form,
namely nerve impulses, that can be understood by the body. The nerve impulse is also
a form of energy and so receptors therefore convert (transduce) one form of energy
into another. Receptors in the nervous system convert the energy of the stimulus into
a nervous impulse called a generator potential. The Pacinian corpuscle transduces the
mechanical energy of the stimulus into a generator potential.

The structure and function of a Pacinian corpuscle: These receptors respond to mechanical
stimuli such as pressure. They are found deep in the skin and are most abundant on fingers,
soles of feet and external genitalia. They also occur in joints ie ligaments and tendons,
enabling organisms to know which joints are changing direction. The single sensory neurone
of a Pacinian corpuscle is at the centre of layers of tissue, each separated by a gel.
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The sensory neurone ending at the centre of the Pacinian corpuscle has a special type of
sodium channel in its plasma membrane. This is called a stretch-mediated sodium channel,
and these are so-called because their permeability to sodium changes when they are
deformed. The way the corpuscle functions is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

In its normal (resting) state, the stretch-mediated sodium channels of the membrane
around the neurone of the corpuscle are too narrow to allow sodium ions to pass along
them. In this state, the neurone of the corpuscle has a resting potential
When pressure is applied to the Pacinian corpuscle, it is deformed and the membrane
around its neurone becomes stretched
Stretching widens the sodium channels in the membrane and sodium ions diffuse into
the neurone
The influx of sodium ions changes the potential of the membrane (depolarises it),
thereby producing a generator potential
The generator potential in turn creates an action potential (nerve impulse) that passes
along the neurone and then, via other neurones, to the CNS.

The human retina in sufficient detail to show how differences in sensitivity to light,
sensitivity to colour and visual acuity are explained by differences in the optical pigments of
rods and cones and the connections rods and cones make in the optic nerve.
Light receptors on the eye are found on its innermost layer, the retina. These come in two
types, rod cells and cone cells, both act as transducers by conserving light energy into the
electrical energy of a nerve impulse.
Rod cells: These cannot distinguish between different wavelengths of light and so lead to
images being seen in only black and white, there are more rod cells than cone cells.
Many rod cells are connected to a single sensory neurone in the optic nerve. Rod cells are
used to detect light of very low intensity, but a certain threshold value must be exceeded
before a generator potential is created in the bipolar cells to which they are connected. You
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get many rod cells connected to the same single bipolar cells (retinal convergence), so there
is a much greater chance that the threshold value will be exceeded than if only a single rod
cells were connected to each bipolar cell (this is due to spatial summation). As a result, rod
cells allow us to see in low light intensity ie at night, but only in black and white.
In order to create a generator potential, the pigment in the rod cells (rhodopsin), must be
broken down. There is enough energy from low-intensity light to cause this breakdown,
hence rod cells respond to low intensity light.
A consequence of many rod cells connected to a single bipolar cell is that light received by
rod cells sharing the same neurone will only generate a single impulse that travels to the
brain, regardless of how many neurones are stimulated. This means that the brain is unable to
distinguish between separate sources of light that stimulated them. Rod cells give low visual
acuity.
Cone cells: Three different types, each responding to a range of wavelengths of light.
Depending upon the proportion of each type that is stimulated, we are able to perceive
images in full colour.
Cone cells will usually have their own bipolar cell connected to a sensory neurone in the
optic nerve. This means that the stimulation of a number of cone cells cannot be combined to
help exceed the threshold value and so create a generator potential. As a result, cone cells
respond to light of high intensity.
Cone cells also contain different types of pigments than from those found in rod cells. The
pigment in cone cells (iodopsin) requires a higher light intensity for its breakdown. There are
three types of cone cell, each containing a different type of iodopsin and so as a result each
cone cell is sensitive to a different specific range of wavelengths.
Each cell has its own connection to a single bipolar cell, which means that if two adjacent
cells are stimulated, the brain will receive separate impulses. This means two dots close
together can be distinguished between, so cone cells give accurate vision, so good visual
acuity.
The distribution of rod and cone cells on the retina is uneven, light is focused by the lens on
the part of the retina opposite to the pupil. This point is called the fovea, the fovea therefore
receives the highest intensity of light. Therefore cone cells, but not rod cells, are found at the
fovea. The concentration of cone cells diminishes further away from the fovea. At the
peripheries of the retina, where light intensity is at its lowest, only rod cells are found.
These different types of cells and differences in sensitivity and visual acuity ensure good
vision at day and night.
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AQA June 2015 Q5a
Question:
Describe how a Pacinian corpuscle produces a generator potential when stimulated.
Answer:
1. (Increased pressure) deforms/changes stretch-mediated sodium (ion) channel;
2. (Sodium channels open and) sodium ions flow in;
3. Depolarisation (leading to generator potential);
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3.6.1.3 Control of heart rate
Content
•
•

Myogenic stimulation of the heart and transmission of a subsequent wave of electrical
activity. The roles of the sinoatrial node (SAN), atrioventricular node (AVN) and
Purkyne tissue in the bundle of His.
The roles and locations of chemoreceptors and pressure receptors and the roles of the
autonomic nervous system and effectors in controlling heart rate.
Opportunities for Skills Development

•
•

Students could design and carry out an investigation into the effect of a named
variable on human pulse rate.
Students could use values of heart rate (R) and stroke volume (V) to calculate cardiac
output (CO), using the formula CO = R x V

The autonomic (self-governing) nervous system controls the involuntary activities of internal
muscles and glands like the heart beat, digestive system and breathing. It has two main
sections:
•

•

The sympathetic nervous system which stimulates effectors in general, speeding up
any activity. It acts rather like an emergency controller, controlling effectors when we
exercise strenuously or experience powerful emotions. It therefore helps us to cope
with stressful situations by heightening our awareness and preparing us for activity
(fight or flight response).
The parasympathetic nervous system which in general inhibits effectors and so slows
down any activity. It controls activities under normal resting conditions, and is
concerned with conserving energy and replenishing the body’s reserves.

The actions of the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems usually act
antagonistically. So if one system contracts a muscle, the other relaxes it, this system is used
in control of the heart rate.
Control of heart rate: Muscle in the heart is called cardiac muscle, and it is myogenic
(contraction is initiated from within the muscle itself). This is opposite to neurogenic, where
contraction is initiated from nervous impulses from outside of the muscle.
Within the wall of the right atrium of the heart is a distinct group of cells known as
sinoatrial node (SAN). It is from here that the initial stimulus for contraction originates, and
the SAN has a basic rhythm of stimulation that determines the beat of the heart. Therefore it
is often called the pacemaker. The sequence of events that controls the basic heart rate is:
•
•
•

A wave of electrical excitation spreads out from the SAN across both atria, causing
them to contract
A layer of non-conductive tissue (atrioventricular septum) prevents the wave crossing
to the ventricles
The wave of electrical excitation enters a second group of cells called the
atrioventricular node (AVN) which lies between the atria.
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•
•
•

The atrioventricular node, after a short delay, conveys a wave of electrical excitation
between the ventricles along a series of specialised muscle fibres called Purkyne
tissue which collectively make up the bundle of His.
The bundle of His conducts the wave through the atrioventricular septum to the base
of the ventricles, where the bundle branches into smaller fibres of Purkyne tissue
The wave of excitation is released from the Purkyne tissue, causing the ventricles to
contract quickly at the same time, from the bottom of the heart upwards.

The resting heart rate can be altered to meet varying demands for oxygen, ie during exercise.
Changes to heart rate are controlled in the region called the medulla oblongata. This has two
centres, one which increases heart rate and one which decreases heart rate. The centre that
increases heart rate, which is linked to the SAN by the sympathetic nervous system. On the
contrary, the parasympathetic nervous system controls the decrease.
Control of heart rate by chemoreceptors: Chemoreceptors are found in the wall of the
carotid arteries (the arteries serving the brain), and are sensitive to changes in the pH of the
blood that result from changes in carbon dioxide concentration. In solution, carbon dioxide
forms an acid and therefore lowers pH, so the process of control works as follows:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

When blood has a higher than normal concentration of carbon dioxide, its pH is
lowered.
The chemoreceptors in the wall of the carotid arteries and the aorta detect this and
increase the frequency of nervous impulses to the centre of the medulla oblongata
that increases heart rate.
This centre increases the frequency of impulses via the sympathetic nervous system
so the SAN, and in turn increases the rate of production of electrical waves by the
SAN, therefore increases the heart rate
The increased blood flow that this causes leads to more carbon dioxide being removed
by the lungs and so the carbon dioxide concentration of the blood returns to normal
As a consequence, the pH of the blood increases to its normal value, and so the
chemoreceptors in the wall of the carotid arteries and aorta reduce the frequency of
nerve impulses to the medulla oblongata.
The medulla oblongata reduces the frequency of impulses to the SAN, therefore leads
to a reduction in the heart rate.
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Control by pressure receptors which also occur within the walls of the carotid arteries and
aorta. They operate by:
•

•

High blood pressure: the pressure receptors transmit more nerve impulses to the
centre in the medulla oblongata that decrease heart rate. This centre send impulses via
the parasympathetic nervous system to the SAN of the heart, leading to a decrease in
the rate at which the heart beats
Low blood pressure: the pressure receptors transmit more nervous impulses to the
centre in the medulla oblongata that increase heart rate, so this centre sends impulses
via the sympathetic nervous system to the SAN, so increasing the rate at which the
heart beats.
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3.6.2 Nervous coordination
3.6.2.1 Nerve impulses
Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

The structure of a myelinated motor neurone.
The establishment of a resting potential in terms of differential membrane
permeability, electrochemical gradients and the movement of sodium ions and
potassium ions.
Changes in membrane permeability lead to depolarisation and the generation of an
action potential. The all-or-nothing principle.
The passage of an action potential along non-myelinated and myelinated axons,
resulting in nerve impulses.
The nature and importance of the refractory period in producing discrete impulses and
in limiting the frequency of impulse transmission.
Factors affecting the speed of conductance: myelination and saltatory conduction;
axon diameter; temperature.

Opportunities for Skills Development
•

Students could use appropriate units when calculating the maximum frequency of
impulse conduction given the refractory period of a neurone.

Motor neurones convey information from the central nervous system to effector organs
(mainly muscles and glands). The structure of a myelinated motor neurone is shown below.

These neurones are enclosed along most of their length by a thick insulating material called
the myelin sheath. The myelin sheath is produced by special supporting cells called Shwann
cells. The sheath is basically a series of cell membranes, each produced by a Shwann cell and
wrapped many times around the axon. The gaps between the Shwann cells are called the
nodes of Ranvier and are key in transmitting fast nerve impulses.
A resting potential is so called because it does not transmit a nerve impulse, not because of
inactivity. A lot of energy is used to maintain a resting potential, and usually takes a value of
-70mV. By convention, the potential difference of the inside of the cell is always measured
relative to the outside, to that the outside potential is taken as 0.
During the resting potential, the inside of the neurone is negatively charged relative to the
outside because of the unequal distribution of charged ions. On the outside, positively
charged sodium ions and calcium ions, amongst others, are in higher concentration relative to
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the inside. However, the inside does have a higher concentration of positively charged
potassium ions, but a higher concentration of negatively charges ions.
This unequal distribution of ions is a resultant of a combination of active transport and the
diffusion of sodium and potassium ions across the cell membrane, and also the inability of
large negative ions to pass out of the cell. A sodium-potassium pump actively transports
sodium ions out of the neurone and potassium ions in, but for every three sodium ions
pumped out, only two potassium ions are pumped in. However, this alone would only result
in a small potential difference, and this difference is intensified by the membrane being much
more permeable to potassium ions than sodium ions. Potassium ions are able to diffuse freely
back out of the cell down their concentration gradient, however sodium ions diffuse very
slowly. Without active transport, an equilibrium would eventually be reached.
An action potential is produced after changes to membrane permeability which result in
depolarisation of the membrane. This only occurs after a sufficiently high stimulus is
reached, called the threshold level, which then links to the all-or-nothing principle. A
stimulus is any disturbance in the external or internal environment which changes the
potential difference across the membrane.
When an action potential occurs, the inside of the membrane becomes temporarily more
positive relative to the outside. This causes a peak potential that can be seen on the graph
below.

The potential can be seen to fall back down in the process of repolarisation, and then undergo
a period of hyperpolarisation. This period of time is called the refractory period, which will
be covered in more detail further on.
Now, to look at why all of this happens we have to look at voltage gated ion channels and
changes in permeability of the cell membranes. In the cell membranes there are many more
potassium ion channels than sodium ion channels, thus the permeability to potassium ions is
far greater at rest.
During the resting potential, the voltage-gated sodium and potassium ion channels are closed.
When the stimulus is applied, sodium ion channels open rapidly, and sodium ions move in.
This makes the inside temporarily more positive. If the stimulus is great enough then an
action potential is produced. When the action potential reaches its peak, the sodium ion
channels close slowly and the potassium ion channels open slowly. Sodium ions stop moving
in but potassium ions move out rapidly. This causes the potential to drop, and when the
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membrane reaches resting potential again, the potassium ion channels close, but do this
slowly so that the potential dips below resting level. When these channels close the
membrane returns to its original potential.
The all-or-nothing principle states that no matter how strong the stimulus, the size of the
action potential is always the same, therefore information about the strength of a stimulus is
carried along a nerve fibre by the changes in frequency as opposed to the variations in size of
the nerve impulses. There is a certain value, called the threshold value, which triggers an
action potential. Below this value there will be no action potential, but any stimulus higher
than this value will trigger an action potential, which relates to the ‘all’ in ‘all-or-nothing’.
The passage of an action potential along non-myelinated and myelinated axons ultimately
results in nerve impulses:
•

•

In an unmyelinated neurone, the localised current from an action potential acts as a
stimulus for the next part of the nerve membrane, causing further depolarisation, and
then so along. Thus, the nerve impulse is propagated as a wave of depolarisation, with
one portion of the fibre repolarising as the next depolarises. However, the size of the
action potential does not change on its journey.
In a myelinated neurone, the fatty sheath of myelin around the axon acts as an
electrical insulator. This means that action potentials cannot form in this region. But
at the intervals of myelin insulation (nodes of Ranvier), action potentials can occur,
and so action potentials essentially jump between the adjacent nodes. Therefore, these
action potentials pass along the myelinated neurone much faster than an unmyelinated
neurone. This process is called saltatory conduction.

Once an action potential has been created in any region of the axon, there is a period
afterwards when inward movement of sodium ions is prevented because the sodium voltagegated channels are closed. This is called the refractory period and is important in producing
discrete impulses and limiting the frequency of impulse transmission.
The refractory period ensures that nerve impulses travel in one direction, as during this time
another impulse cannot be generated. Action potentials can only pass from an active region to
a resting region. This is because action potentials cannot be propagated in a region that is in
its refractory period, so they can only move in a forward direction. Otherwise, after the
impulse travelled across the nerve fibre, it could travel backwards if the membrane could be
depolarised immediately again. It also means that you get discrete impulses that can be
distinguished from one another, as there is a small period of time in which another impulse
cannot be generated. Furthermore, it limits the frequency of impulse transmission, so also
limiting the strength of a stimulus that can be detected.
Since action potentials are all the same, a person can only distinguish between the strength of
an impulse by the frequency of the impulse sent. Also there are different neurones with
different threshold values, thus the brain can interpret the number and type of neurones that
pass impulses as a result of a given stimulus, thereby determining its size.
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Factors affecting the speed at which an action potential travels:
•

•
•

Saltatory conduction related to the myelin sheath. The myelin sheath acts as an
electrical insulator, thus the action potential cannot form in this area. As a result, it
jumps between the breaks in the myelin sheath, these breaks are called the nodes of
Ranvier. This increases the speed of conduction dramatically.
The greater the diameter of the axon, the faster the speed of conductance. This is
because there is less leakage of ions from a large axon, as leakage makes membrane
potentials harder to maintain.
Temperature affects the rate of diffusion of ions, so higher temperatures mean faster
nerve impulses. Also, energy for the active transport comes from respiration,
respiration is controlled by enzymes, enzymes function more rapidly as temperatures
are increased at suboptimal temperatures, so resulting in faster nerve impulses. After
the optimum temperature however, enzymes and the plasma membrane proteins are
denatured so impulses are not conducted at all.

Name the structures shown below.

Answer:
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AQA June 2014 Unit 5 Question 3
Question:
A myelinated axon conducts impulses faster than a non-myelinated axon. Explain this
difference.
Answer:
1. (In myelinated) action potential/depolarisation only at node(s);
2. (In myelinated, nerve impulse) jumps from node to node/saltatory;
3. (In myelinated) action potential/impulse does not travel along whole length

AQA June 2012 Unit 5 Q3abc
‘During an action potential, the permeability of the cell-surface membrane of an axon
changes. The graph shows changes in permeability of the membrane to sodium ions (Na+)
and to potassium ions (K+) during a single action potential.’

Question:
Explain the shape of the curve for sodium ions between 0.5 ms and 0.7 ms’
Answer:
•
•
•

(Ion) channel proteins open; Sodium in;
Changes membrane potential/makes inside of axon less
negative/positive/depolarisation/ reaches threshold;
More channels open/positive feedback;
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Question:
‘During an action potential, the membrane potential rises to +40 mV and then falls. Use
information from the graph to explain the fall in membrane potential.’
Answer:
•
•
•

Potassium channels open;
Potassium out;
Sodium channels close;
Question:

‘After exercise, some ATP is used to re-establish the resting potential in axons. Explain how
the resting potential is re-established.’
Answer:
•
•

Pump/active transport/transport against concentration gradient;
Of sodium from axon, sodium moving out and potassium in;

AQA June 2013 Unit 5 Q7abc
‘Serotonin is a neurotransmitter released in some synapses in the brain. It is transported back
out of the synaptic gap by a transport protein in the pre-synaptic membrane.
Serotonin diffuses across the synaptic gap and binds to a receptor on the post-synaptic
membrane.
Describe how this causes depolarisation of the post-synaptic membrane.’
•
•

Causes sodium ion channels to open;
Sodium ions enter (cell and cause depolarisation);

‘It is important that a neurotransmitter such as serotonin is transported back out of synapses.
Explain why.’
•
•
•

(If not removed) keeps binding (to receptors);
Keeps causing action potentials/depolarisation (in post- synaptic membrane);
Prevents information being carried across synapse/described consequence;

‘Scientists investigated the effect of a drug called MDMA on movement of mice. They
measured the amount of movement of three groups of mice, K, L and M.
Group K, mice not given MDMA.
Group L, mice given MDMA.
Group M, mutant mice that did not produce a serotonin receptor on their post-synaptic
membranes and were given MDMA.
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The graph shows their results.

‘The scientists concluded that MDMA affects movement by binding to serotonin receptors.
How do these results support this conclusion?’
•
•
•
•

Movement in all groups (about) same before MDMA;
MDMA increases movement in Group L;
Group K shows MDMA causes movement;
No/little increase in mice without receptor/Group M;
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3.6.2.2 Synaptic transmission
Content
•
•

•
•
•

The detailed structure of a synapse and of a neuromuscular junction.
The sequence of events involved in transmission across a cholinergic synapse in
sufficient detail to explain:
o unidirectionality
o temporal and spatial summation
o inhibition by inhibitory synapses.
A comparison of transmission across a cholinergic synapse and across a
neuromuscular junction.
Students should be able to use information provided to predict and explain the
effects of species drugs on a synapse.
(Recall of the names and mode of action of individual drugs will not be required.)

A synapse is the point where one neurone communicates with another, or with an effector.
Synapses transmit information, but not impulses, they do this using neurotransmitters. The
structure of a synapse is shown below. Neurones are separated by the synaptic cleft, and the
neurone that releases the neurotransmitters is called the presynaptic neurone. The axon of this
neurone ends in a swollen end called the synaptic knob. This section contains vast amounts of
mitochondria, and large amounts of endoplasmic reticulum, for the manufacture of the
neurotransmitter in the axon. The neurotransmitter is released in vesicles and diffuses down a
concentration gradient towards to the postsynaptic neurone. This neurone possesses specific
receptor proteins on its membranes in order to receive the neurotransmitter. A synapse that
uses the neurotransmitter acetylcholine is called cholinergic synapse
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A neuromuscular junction is where a motor neurone meets a skeletal muscle fibre. It has
the general structure shown below. Since rapid and coordinated muscle contraction is
frequently essential for survival there are many neuromuscular junctions spread throughout
the muscle. This ensures that contraction of a muscle is rapid and powerful when it is
simultaneously stimulated by action potentials. All muscle fibres supplied by a single motor
neurone act together as a single functional unit, called a motor unit. Thus, for smaller forces
needed, only a few motor units are stimulated, but is a greater force is required then a larger
number of units are stimulated.
When a nerve impulse is received at the neuromuscular junction, the synaptic vesicles fuse
with the presynaptic membrane and release acetylcholine. This diffuses across to the
postsynaptic membrane and open the sodium voltage gated channels, which enter rapidly and
depolarise the membrane.

Comparison of the neuromuscular junction and a synapse
Similarities:
•
•
•
•

They both have neurotransmitters that are transported by diffusion (acetylcholine)
They both have receptors that open sodium voltage gated channels after binding with
the neurotransmitter, and thus an influx of sodium ions
They both use a sodium-potassium pump to repolarise the axon
They both use enzymes to break down the neurotransmitter.

Differences:
•
•

The neuromuscular junction is only excitatory, whereas the cholinergic synapse can
be excitatory and also inhibitory
The neuromuscular junction connects neurones to muscles, whereas the synapse
connects neurones to neurones, or neurones to other effector organs.
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•
•
•

Only motor neurones are involved with the neuromuscular junction, however in the
cholinergic synapse motor, sensory and intermediate neurones may be involved.
The action potential ends here at the neuromuscular junction, but a new action
potential may be produced along another neurone at a synapse.
Acetylcholine binds to receptors on the membrane of the muscle fibre at the
neuromuscular junction, but acetylcholine binds to the receptors on the membrane of
the post-synaptic neurone in a cholinergic synapse.

Transmission across a cholinergic synapse is explained below:
An action potential is sent down the presynaptic neurones membrane, towards the presynaptic
knob where it causes calcium voltage gated channels to open. These facilitate the diffusion of
calcium down the concentration gradient into the presynaptic knob. This triggers the
production of neurotransmitters to be formed in vesicles within the presynaptic knob. These
neurotransmitters move towards the presynaptic membrane and fuse with it, then are released
into the synaptic cleft by exocytosis. The neurotransmitters move down the concentration
gradient towards the post-synaptic membrane and bind to the sodium channels on the post
synaptic membrane. This causes sodium ‘voltage gated channels’ to open, so sodium ions
rush in down the concentration gradient, depolarising the post synaptic neurones membrane.
These neurotransmitters must then be returned to the pre synaptic knob, so are broken down
by the enzyme acetylcholinesterase. The breakdown products (acetyl and choline), then
diffuse back into the presynaptic knob where they can be resynthesised into acetylcholine,
using energy from ATP. ATP also provides the energy for exocytosis when the
neurotransmitters leave the pre synaptic knob.
Features of a synapse:
•
•

Unidirectional: This means that synapses can only pass information in one direction
from the presynaptic neurone to the postsynaptic neurone.
Summation: Low frequency action potentials will often lead to the release of
insufficient concentrations of neurotransmitter to trigger a new action potential in the
postsynaptic neurone. However, they can do this in a process of summation, which
can take place in two ways:
o Spatial summation: This is where a number of different presynaptic neurones
together release enough neurotransmitter to exceed the threshold value of the
postsynaptic neurone. So they will together trigger a new action potential.
o Temporal summation: This is where a single presynaptic neurone will
release neurotransmitter many times over in a short period of time. If the
concentration of neurotransmitter exceeds the threshold level, then a new
action potential is produced in the postsynaptic neurone.

The two types of summation are shown in the diagram below.
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•

Inhibition: Some synapses make it less likely that a new action potential will be
created on the postsynaptic neurones, called inhibitory synapses. Essentially, these
synapses cause the opening of chloride ion channels to make the postsynaptic
membrane more negatively charged that normal (hyperpolarized), so are less likely to
depolarise and form a new action potential. This happens because the presynaptic
knob releases a type of neurotransmitter that binds to chloride ion protein channels on
the postsynaptic neurone. The neurotransmitter causes the chloride ion protein
channels to open and chloride ions move into the postsynaptic neurone by facilitated
diffusion. The binding of the neurotransmitter causes nearby potassium protein
channels to open, so potassium ions move out of the postsynaptic neurone into the
synapse. This combined effect of negatively charged chloride ions moving in and
positive potassium ions out, makes the inside of the postsynaptic membrane more
negative and the outside more positive. Therefore, hyperpolarisation has occurred and
this makes it less likely for a new action potential to be created, as a larger quantity of
sodium ions is required to reach the threshold level.

Drugs can affect synapses in two main ways:
•

•

They stimulate the nervous system by creating more action potentials in postsynaptic
neurones.
o A drug may do this by mimicking a neurotransmitter, stimulating the release
of more neurotransmitter, or inhibiting the enzyme that breaks down the
neurotransmitter. The outcome is to enhance the body’s response to impulses
passed along a postsynaptic neurone. For example, if the neurone transmits
impulses from sound receptors, a person will perceive the sound as being
louder.
They inhibit the nervous system by creating fewer action potentials in postsynaptic
neurones.
o A drug may do this by inhibiting the release of neurotransmitter, or blocking
receptors on sodium/potassium ion channels on the postsynaptic neurone. The
outcome is to reduce the impulses passed along the postsynaptic neurone. In
this case, if the neurone transmits impulses from sound receptors, a person
will perceive the sound as being quieter.
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3.6.3 Skeletal muscles are stimulated to contract by nerves
and act as effectors
Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

Muscles act in antagonistic pairs against an incompressible skeleton.
Gross and microscopic structure of skeletal muscle. The ultrastructure of a myofibril.
The roles of actin, myosin, calcium ions and ATP in myofibril contraction.
The roles of calcium ions and tropomyosin in the cycle of actinomyosin bridge
formation. (The role of troponin is not required.)
The roles of ATP and phosphocreatine in muscle contraction.
The structure, location and general properties of slow and fast skeletal muscle fibres.

Opportunities for Skills Development
•
•

Students could examine prepared slides of skeletal muscle using an optical
microscope.
Students could investigate the effect of repeated muscular contraction on the rate of
muscle fatigue in human volunteers.

In humans, muscles are attached to the skeleton, where the skeleton is made up of
incompressible bone. Therefore, when a muscle exerts a force, via tendons, the bone moves
rather than the muscle changing shape. The contraction of a skeletal muscle will move part of
the skeleton, for example, a limb, in one direction but the same muscle cannot move it in the
opposite direction. Muscles can only pull and not push, so to move the limb in the opposite
direction requires a second muscle that works antagonistically to the first one (opposite
direction). This stretches its partner muscle (which has relaxed) returning to its original state
ready to contract again. Skeletal muscles therefore act and occur in antagonistic pairs, these
pairs pull in opposite directions and when one is contracted the other is relaxed.
The gross and microscopic structure of skeletal muscle is shown below. Muscles are made
up of millions of tiny muscle fibres called myofibrils. Muscles is not made up of a row of
individual cells as the boundary between adjacent cells would become a weakness for the
muscle. So in muscle fibres, separate cells are fused together, this forms something called a
sarcoplasm, where nuclei and cytoplasm are shared. The sarcoplasm contains a high quantity
of mitochondria and endoplasmic reticulum.
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The ultrastructure of myofibrils is also shown below. Myofibrils are made up of to main
protein filaments, namely: actin and myosin. Actin is thinner and is made up of two strands
twisted around one another, whereas myosin is thicker and consists of a long rod-shaped tail
with bulbous heads projecting to the side. Myosin is made up of two types of protein: a
fibrous protein arranged into a filament made up of several hundred molecules (a tail), and a
globular protein formed into two bulbous structures at one end (the head). Actin is a globular
protein with molecules arranged into long chains that are twisted around one another to form
a helical strand. Tropomyosin is a protein that forms long thin threads that are wound around
actin filaments.

Skeletal muscle appears striped due to the alternating myofibrils present and the alternating
light and dark bands. A myofibril is comprised of repeating units called sarcomeres.
Sarcomeres are regions between two dark lines called z lines, thus the sarcomere is a
fundamental unit of action of a muscle fibre. The two different filaments are thin and thick.
The thin filaments are made of a double strand of actin, and also another regulatory protein
called tropomyosin, which forms a fibrous strand around the actin filament. The thick
filaments are so called because they are made up of parallel strands of the protein myosin. In
muscle fibres these filaments cause the light and dark bands.
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The light bands are called I bands (isotropic bands), as thick and thin filaments do not
overlap in this region. The dark bands are called A bands (anisotropic bands), which appear
darker because the thick and thin filaments overlap in this region (except in the H zone where
only thick filaments occur). The I band contains only thin filaments, along with the proteins
in the Z line that join adjacent thin filaments.
Myofibril contraction is described by the sliding filament theory. The action of this theory is
shown below.
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Under a microscope it can be seen that during contraction, the Z line and the thin filaments
slide towards the middle of the sarcomere. The sarcomere shortens, but the lengths of the
thick and thin filaments do not change. Therefore, from this data, the sliding filament
mechanism was proposed.
The muscle is first stimulated after action
potentials reach the neuromuscular junctions,
causing calcium ion protein channels to open
and calcium ions to diffuse into the synaptic
knob. The calcium ions cause the synaptic
vesicles to fuse with the presynaptic
membrane and release their acetylcholine
into the synaptic cleft. Acetylcholine diffuses
across the synaptic cleft and binds with
receptors on the muscle cell-surface
membrane, causing it to depolarise.
The process of muscle contraction begins when the action potential then travels into the
muscle fibre and then T-tubules, which are extensions of the cell surface membrane. These Ttubules branch throughout the sarcoplasm (cytoplasm of the fibre), and are in contact with the
sarcoplasmic reticulum (endoplasmic reticulum) of the muscle. The sarcoplasmic reticulum
has actively transported calcium ions out of the cytoplasm of the muscle, thus resulting in a
low concentration. The action potential then opens the calcium ion protein channels on the
endoplasmic reticulum so calcium ions diffuse down the concentration gradient into the
sarcoplasm.
These calcium ions bind to troponin which causes a conformational change in the shape of
the tropomyosin (a change to its tertiary structure). Thus the tropomyosin molecules are
moved, leaving the binding sites on the actin filament exposed. On the myosin heads there
are ADP molecules already attached, so the myosin heads are in a state whereby they can
bind to the actin filament and form a cross-bridge (actinomyosin bridge).
Now the myosin heads are attached to the actin filament, the myosin heads change their angle
and pull the actin filament along, also releasing a molecule of ADP. This process causes a
shorting of the sarcomere at either Z line, and a shortening of the muscle.
An ATP molecule then attaches to the myosin head (which is attached to the actin filament),
and causes it to become detached from the actin filament. The calcium ions then activate the
enzyme ATPase, which hydrolyses ATP to ADP. The hydrolysis of ATP provides the energy
to return the myosin head to its original position.
The myosin head now has an ADP molecule attached, and can reattach itself further along the
actin filament which would repeat the process. This process can continue providing the
calcium ion concentration in the myofibril stays high.
Since the myosin molecules are joined tail to tail, but in oppositely facing sets, the movement
of one set of myosin heads is in the opposite direction to the other. This means that the actin
filaments to which they are attached also move in opposite directions, causing a shortening in
the distance between adjacent Z lines.
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For muscle relaxation, once the nervous stimulation ceases, calcium ions are actively
transported back into the sarcoplasmic reticulum against the concentration gradient. Energy is
provided for this from the hydrolysis of ATP. The reabsorption of calcium ions means that
the tropomyosin can return to its original position and block the actin filament binding sites.
Myosin heads cannot bind anymore, contraction ceases and the muscle relaxes.
ATP and phosphocreatine are essential to the process of muscle contraction. ATP is
hydrolysed to ADP and Pi to provide energy for the movement of the myosin heads, and for
the reabsorption of calcium ions back into the endoplasmic reticulum. Since ATP is required
in such vast amounts, in the absence of oxygen, a means of generating ATP rapidly is
required. This is partially achieved using the chemical phosphocreatine, and partly by more
glycolysis.
Phosphocreatine is unable to supply energy directly to the muscle, so instead regenerates
ATP. Phosphocreatine provides a reserve supply of phosphate, so that it can combine with
ADP to form ATP. The phosphocreatine store is replenished using the phosphate from ATP
when the muscle is relaxed.
The structure, location and general properties of slow and fast skeletal muscle fibres:
Slow-twitch fibres contract more slowly than fast twitch fibres, and are more adapted to
function over long periods of time. They are adapted to respire aerobically to avoid the build
up of lactic acid, ensuring they are not fatigued very quickly. It also ensures they can contract
over a long period of time. Some of their adaptations include:
•
•
•

A high content of myoglobin to provide a source of oxygen.
A good blood supply to ensure they can obtain a sufficient amount of oxygen and
glucose.
A high density of mitochondria to provide ATP and use oxygen efficiently for this
purpose.

However, they cannot produce ATP very fast due to their aerobic metabolism, meaning that
they are not very powerful.
Fast-twitch fibres contract more rapidly and produce powerful contractions but only for a
short period of time. They generate ATP much quicker and anaerobically from stores of the
high-energy compound Phosphocreatine (creatine phosphate), and also lactate fermentation.
When creatine phosphate breaks down it releases energy and phosphate ions which can be
used to make ATP for up to 10 seconds of activity. Creatine phosphate is regenerated during
aerobic respiration. They are adapted for their role by:
•
•
•
•

Having thicker and more numerous myosin filaments.
A high concentration of glycogen.
A large quantity of enzymes required for anaerobic respiration to provide ATP
rapidly.
A large store of phosphocreatine.
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AQA June 2013 Q2ab
Question:
‘Describe the part played by each of the following in myofibril contraction.
Answer:
Tropomyosin’
•
•

Moves out of the way when calcium ions bind;
Allowing myosin to bind (to actin)/cross bridge formation;

Myosin’
•
•
•

Head (of myosin) binds to actin and moves/pulls/slides actin past;
(Myosin) detaches from actin and re-sets/moves further along (actin)
This uses ATP;
Question:

‘The table shows features of fast and slow muscle fibres.’

Use information from the table to suggest and explain one advantage of:
the high glycogen content of fast muscle fibres’
Answer:
•
•

(Glycogen broken down) gives (lots of) glucose for glycolysis/anaerobic respiration;
Glycolysis/anaerobic respiration not very efficient/only yields 2 ATP per glucose;

‘the number of capillaries supplying slow muscle fibres.’
•
•
•

‘(Many capillaries) give high concentration/lots of oxygen/ shorter diffusion pathway
for oxygen/large surface area for oxygen exchange/diffusion;
Good glucose supplies with little glycogen present;
Allows high rate of/more aerobic respiration OR prevents build-up of lactic
acid/(muscle) fatigue;
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AQA June 2012 Unit 5 Q2abc
Question:
‘The diagram shows two relaxed sarcomeres from skeletal muscle.

Question:
When the sarcomeres contract, what happens to the length of
the I-band’
Answer:
•

Decreases

‘the A-band’
Answer:
•

Stays the same

‘People who have McArdle’s disease produce less ATP than healthy people. As a result, they
are not able to maintain strong muscle contraction during exercise. Use your knowledge of
the sliding filament theory to suggest why’
Answer:
•

(Idea ATP is needed for:)
o Attachment/cross bridges between actin and myosin;
o ‘Power stroke’ / movement of myosin heads / pulling of actin;
o Detachment of myosin heads;
o Myosin heads move back/to original position / ‘recovery stroke’;
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AQA Specimen 2014 Q2.1 Paper 2
Question:
‘Describe the roles of calcium ions and ATP in the contraction of a myofibril.’
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Calcium ions diffuse into myofibrils from (sarcoplasmic) reticulum;
(Calcium ions) cause movement of tropomyosin (on actin);
(This movement causes) exposure of the binding sites on the actin;
Myosin heads attach to binding sites on actin;
Hydrolysis of ATP (on myosin heads) causes myosin heads to bend;
(Bending) pulling actin molecules;
Attachment of a new ATP molecule to each myosin head causes myosin heads to
detach (from actin sites);

AQA June 2014 Unit 5 Q6c
Question:
What is the role of phosphocreatine (PC) in providing energy during muscle contraction?

Answer:
1. (Phosphocreatine) provides phosphate/phosphorylates;
2. To make ATP;
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Question:
There is a lot of variation in the time taken for PC to be re-formed in people of a very similar
age.
Suggest one reason for this variation
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Genetic differences;
Level of fitness/amount of regular exercise done/mass of muscle;
Sex;
Ethnicity
Metabolic rate;
Number of fast/slow muscle fibres
Question:

Use your knowledge of fast muscle fibres to explain the data in Figure 5
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

(From graph, phosphocreatine) takes longer to remake as people get older;
Fast muscle fibres used for rapid/brief/powerful/strong contractions;
Phosphocreatine used up rapidly during contraction/to make ATP;
Anaerobic respiration involved;
(As people get older) slower metabolic rate/slower ATP production/slower
respiration;
6. ATP used to reform phosphocreatine;
7. Lots of phosphocreatine in fast fibres;
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AQA Specimen Paper Q1.5
Question:
During vigorous exercise, the pH of skeletal muscle tissue falls. This fall in pH leads to a
reduction in the ability of calcium ions to stimulate muscle contraction.
Suggest how
Answer:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Low pH changes shape of calcium ion receptors
Fewer calcium ions bind to tropomyosin
Fewer tropomyosin molecules move away;
Fewer binding sites on actin revealed;
Fewer cross-bridges can form OR Fewer myosin heads can bind
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3.6.4 Homeostasis is the maintenance of a stable internal
environment
3.6.4.1 Principles of homeostasis and negative feedback
Content
•
•
•
•
•
•

Homeostasis in mammals involves physiological control systems that maintain the
internal environment within restricted limits.
The importance of maintaining a stable core temperature and stable blood pH in
relation to enzyme activity.
The importance of maintaining a stable blood glucose concentration in terms of
availability of respiratory substrate and of the water potential of blood.
Negative feedback restores systems to their original level.
The possession of separate mechanisms involving negative feedback controls
departures in different directions from the original state, giving a greater degree of
control.
Students should be able to interpret information relating to examples of negative and
positive feedback.

Homeostasis in mammals involves physiological control systems that maintain the internal
environment within restricted limits. The internal environment within organisms is made of
tissue fluids that bathe each cell, supplying nutrients and removing waste products.
Homeostasis ensures that cells are in an environment in which meets all of their requirements
and allows them to function normally despite external changes.
Essentially homeostasis is the ability to return to an optimum point and so maintain
organisms in a balanced equilibrium. This is vital for the proper functioning of organisms, for
example:
•

•

The enzymes controlling the biochemical reactions within the cells, and proteins like
channel proteins are sensitive to changes in pH and temperature. Any changes in the
temperature reduce the rate of reactions of enzymes and can even denature them.
Maintaining a stable blood glucose concentration is vital to provide a constant source
of glucose for respiration. It is also important that blood glucose concentration is
maintained in terms of maintaining a constant water potential in the blood and tissue
fluids. Otherwise it may cause cells to shrink and expand as a result of the movement
of water by osmosis. The consequence of this would be that the cell would not
function properly.

Organisms with the ability to maintain a constant internal environment are more independent
of changes in the external environment. They may have a wider geographical range and
therefore have a greater chance of finding food, shelter etc. Mammals for example are found
in many habitats, from hot arid deserts to cold, frozen polar regions.
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Control mechanisms
In any self-regulating system there are a series of stages that feature:
•
•
•
•
•

The optimum point - the point at which the system operates best. This is monitored
by a…
Receptor which detects any deviation from the optimum point ie a stimulus. This
receptor then informs the…
Coordinator, which coordinates information from receptors and sends instructions to
an appropriate…
Effector, often a muscle or gland which brings about the changes needed to return the
system to the optimum point. This return to normality creates a…
Feedback mechanism, by which a receptor responds to a stimulus created by the
change to the system brought about by the effector.

Most systems use negative feedback mechanisms. This means that the change produced by
the control system leads to a change in the stimulus detected by the receptor and turns the
system off. Blood glucose level is controlled by a negative feedback mechanism.
Positive feedback mechanisms occur when deviations from an optimum cause changes that
result in even greater deviations from the normal. One example is in neurones where a
stimulus leads to a small influx of sodium ions. This influx increases permeability of the
neurone membrane to sodium ions, more ions enter, causing a further increase in
permeability and even more rapid entry of ions. In this way a stimulus can bring about a large
and rapid response.
It is crucial that control systems have many receptors and effectors. In this way, they can
have different systems that can restore a positive movement back to the optimum, allowing
greater control. For example, in blood glucose concentration, having insulin and glucagon for
high and low concentrations. The brain is able to analyse the messages from separate systems
to choose the correct course of action.

EXTENSION
•

Endotherms and ectotherms.

Animals deriving most of their heat from metabolic activities taking place inside their body
are known as endotherms. Some animals obtain a large proportion of their heat from sources
outside their bodies, namely the environment. They are called ectotherms.
Ectotherms like lizards maintain a constant body temperature by exposing themselves to the
sun or taking shelter. They also gain warmth from the ground by pressing their bodies against
areas of hot ground to warm them up.
Endotherms rely on metabolic activities, and so their body temperature remains relatively
constant. They also use behaviour to maintain a constant body temperature, but unlike
ectotherms they use a wide range of physiological mechanisms to regulate their temperature.
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3.6.4.2 Control of blood glucose concentration
Content
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

The factors that influence blood glucose concentration.
The role of the liver in glycogenesis, glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis.
The action of insulin by:
o Attaching to receptors on the surfaces of target cells
o Controlling the uptake of glucose by regulating the inclusion of channel
proteins in the surface membranes of target cells
o Activating enzymes involved in the conversion of glucose to glycogen.
The action of glucagon by:
o Attaching to receptors on the surfaces of target cells
o Activating enzymes involved in the conversion of glycogen to glucose
o Activating enzymes involved in the conversion of glycerol and amino acids
into glucose.
The role of adrenaline by:
o Attaching to receptors on the surfaces of target cells
o Activating enzymes involved in the conversion of glycogen to glucose.
The second messenger model of adrenaline and glucagon action, involving adenylate
cyclase, cyclic AMP (cAMP) and protein kinase.
The causes of types I and II diabetes and their control by insulin and/ or manipulation
of the diet.
Students should be able to evaluate the positions of health advisers and the food
industry in relation to the increased incidence of type II diabetes.

There are three main factors influencing blood glucose concentration in you blood. The first
factor is your diet, directly in the form of glucose but also from the hydrolysis of other
carbohydrates like starch, maltose, lactose and sucrose. The hydrolysis of glycogen
(glycogenolysis) stored in the liver and muscle cells, or from gluconeogenesis where glucose
is produced from things other than carbohydrates ie glycerol and amino acids. Insulin,
glucagon and adrenalin are the three main hormones that aim to regulate blood glucose
concentration.
The liver has a variety of roles including regulating blood glucose concentration, and whilst
the pancreas produces insulin and glucagon, it is the liver where they have their effects:
1. Glycogenesis: is the conversion of glucose into glycogen. When blood glucose
concentration is higher than normal the liver removes glucose from the blood and
converts it into glycogen.
2. Glycogenolysis: is the breakdown of glycogen to glucose. When blood glucose
concentration is lower than normal, the liver can convert glycogen back into glucose
which diffuses into the blood to restore the normal blood glucose concentration.
3. Gluconeogenesis: is the production of glucose from sources other than carbohydrates.
When its supply of glycogen is exhausted, the liver can produce glucose from sources
like glycerol and amino acids.
Hormones differ chemically but all have similar characteristics. Hormones are:
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•
•
•

Produced in endocrine glands (these secrete hormones directly into the blood).
Carried in the blood plasma to the cells on which they act called target cells, these
have specific receptors on their cell-surface membranes that are complementary to a
specific hormone.
They are effective in low concentrations, but often have widespread and long-lasting
effects.

The mechanism of hormone action required for the specification is called the second
messenger model, used by adrenaline and glucagon. The mechanism is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Adrenaline binds to a transmembrane protein receptor located on the plasma
membrane of the liver cell
The binding causes the protein to undergo a conformational change in shape on the
inside of the membrane
This change in shape leads to the activation of an enzyme called adenyl cyclase,
which then converts ATP to cAMP
The cAMP acts as a second messenger that binds to protein kinase enzyme, changing
its shape and activating it
The active protein kinase enzyme catalyses the conversion of glycogen to glucose,
which moves out of the cell by facilitated diffusion through channel proteins (into the
blood).

Pancreas: amongst many roles like producing enzymes such as protease, amylase and lipase
for digestion, it also produced the hormones insulin and glucagon for regulating blood
glucose concentration. The pancreas contains many cells for producing enzymes, but also
regions of hormone producing cells called islets of Langerhans. These cells include;
•
•

a cells which are larger and produce glucagon.
b cells which are smaller and produced insulin.
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The action of insulin (b cells) :
•

•

•

•

The b cells of the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas have receptors that detect the
stimulus of a rise in blood glucose concentration, responding by secreting the
hormone insulin directly into the blood plasma. Insulin is a globular protein made of
51 amino acids.
Almost all body cells (except the notable red blood cells), have glycoprotein receptors
on their cell-surface membranes that bind specifically with insulin molecules. When it
combines with the receptors it brings about the following changes:
o A change in the tertiary structure of the glucose transport carrier proteins, so a
conformational change in shape causing them to open. Thus it allows more
glucose into cells by facilitated diffusion down a concentration gradient.
o An increase in the number of carrier proteins responsible for glucose transport
in the plasma membrane. At low insulin concentrations, the protein from
which these channels are made is part of the membrane of the vesicles. A rise
in insulin concentration results in these vesicles fusing with the cell-surface
membrane so increasing the number of glucose transport channels.
o Activation of enzymes that convert glucose to glycogen and fat.
The resulting effect is that blood glucose concentration lowers as:
o It increases the rate of absorption of glucose into the cells, especially muscle
cells
o Increases the respiratory rate of cells, using up more glucose, so increasing
uptake of glucose from the blood
o Increasing the rate of conversion of glucose into glycogen (glycogenesis), in
the cells of the liver and muscles
o Increases the rate of conversion of glucose to fat.
The effect of these processes is to remove glucose from the blood and return its value
to its optimum. The lowering of blood glucose concentration causes the b cells to
reduce their secretion of insulin (negative feedback).

The action of glucagon (a cells):
•

•

The a cells of the islets of Langerhans detect a fall in blood glucose concentration so
respond by secreting glucagon directly into the blood (endocrine gland). Glucagon
works by:
o Attaching to specific protein receptors on the cell-surface membrane of liver
cells
o Activating enzymes that convert glycogen to glucose
o Activating enzymes involved in the conversion of glycerol and amino acids
into glucose (gluconeogenesis).
The overall effect is to increase the concentration of glucose in the blood and return it
to its optimum concentration. This then causes a cells to reduce secretion of glucagon
(negative feedback).

The action of adrenaline:
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•

There are around four other hormones not including glucagon that can increase blood
glucose concentration, one being adrenaline. It does so by
o Attaching to protein receptors on the cell-surface membrane of target cells
o Activating enzymes that cause the breakdown of glycogen to glucose in the
liver.

Hormone interaction in regulating blood glucose level involves glucagon and insulin acting
antagonistically. The system is self regulating via negative feedback as it is the concentration
of glucose in the blood that determines the quantity of insulin and glucagon produced.
Types of Diabetes
Diabetes is a disease in which a person is unable to metabolise carbohydrates, especially
glucose, properly. The problems arise either from a lack of the hormone insulin, or a loss of
responsiveness to insulin.
•

•

Type I (insulin dependent) – due to bodies inability to produce insulin. It normally
begins in childhood, and may be the result of an autoimmune response whereby the
body’s immune system attacks its own b cells of the islets of Langerhans.
Type II (insulin independent) – normally due to glycoprotein receptors on body
cells being lost or losing their responsiveness to insulin. It can also be due to an
inadequate supply of insulin from the pancreas. Type II diabetes usually develops in
people over 40, although diet and obesity have increased the number of cases. It
develops slowly unlike type I diabetes.

Diabetes and its control
Diabetes does not have a ‘cure’, but can be treated successfully. Transplanting insulinproducing cells may also be a possibility in the near future.
•

•

Type I diabetes is controlled by insulin injections. However, they cannot be taken by
mouth because, being a protein, it would be digested in the alimentary canal.
Biosensors are used to ensure the correct dose is given. Using these injections and
managing carbohydrate intake and exercise carefully, people can live with their
diabetes with normal lives
Type II diabetes is usually controlled by regulating the intake of carbohydrates in the
diet, and matching this to the amount of exercise taken. In some cases, this may be
supplemented by injections of insulin or by use of drugs that stimulate insulin
production.
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3.6.4.3 Control of blood water potential
Content
•
•
•

Osmoregulation as control of the water potential of the blood.
The roles of the hypothalamus, posterior pituitary and antidiuretic hormone (ADH) in
osmoregulation.
The structure of the nephron and its role in:
o The formation of glomerular filtrate
o Reabsorption of glucose and water by the proximal convoluted tubule
o Maintaining a gradient of sodium ions in the medulla by the loop of Henle
o Reabsorption of water by the distal convoluted tubule and collecting ducts.

Osmoregulation is the control of the water potential of the blood. In this control, the
hypothalamus, posterior pituitary and antidiuretic hormone (ADH) play a part.
In the blood, an optimum concentration of water and salts is maintained to ensure a fairly
constant water potential of blood plasma and tissue fluid. The homeostatic control of the
water potential of the blood is called osmoregulation. In understanding osmoregulation, the
structure of the kidney, and its functional unit – the nephron, must be learned.
In mammals there are two kidneys found at the back of the abdominal cavity, one on each
side of the spinal cord. A section through the kidney shows it is made up of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A fibrous capsule which is an outer membrane protecting the kidney
Cortex – a lighter coloured outer region made up of renal (Bowman’s) capsules,
convoluted tubules and blood vessels
Medulla – a darker coloured inner region made up of loops of Henle, collecting ducts
and blood vessels
Renal pelvis – a funnel-shaped cavity that collects urine into the ureter
Ureter – a tube that carries urine to the bladder
Renal artery – supplies the kidney with blood from the heart via the aorta
Renal vein – returns blood to the heart via the vena cava.
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The structure of the nephron and its respective units are:
•
•
•
•
•

Renal (Bowman’s) capsule – the closed end at the start of the nephron. It is cupshaped and surrounds a mass of blood capillaries known as the glomerulus. The inner
layer of the renal capsule is made up of specialised cells called podocytes.
Proximal convoluted tubule – a series of loops surrounded by blood capillaries. Its
walls are made up of epithelial cells which have microvilli
Loop of Henle – a long, hairpin loop that extends from the cortex into the medulla of
the kidney and back again. It is surrounded by blood capillaries
Distal convoluted tubule – a series of loops surrounded by blood capillaries. Its
walls are made up of epithelial cells, but it is surrounded by fewer capillaries than the
proximal tubule
Collecting duct – a tube into which a number of distal convoluted tubules from a
number of nephrons empty. It is lined by epithelial cells and becomes increasingly
wide as it empties into the pelvis of the kidney.

Associated with the nephron are a number of blood vessels:
•
•
•

•

Afferent arteriole – a tiny vessel that ultimately arises from the renal artery and
supplied the nephron with blood. The afferent arteriole enters the renal capsule of the
nephron where it forms the –
Glomerulus – which is a many-branches knot of capillaries from which fluid is
forced out of the blood. The glomerular capillaries recombine to form the –
Efferent arteriole – a tiny vessel that leaves the renal capsule. It has a smaller
diameter than the afferent arteriole and so causes an increase in blood pressure within
the glomerulus. The efferent arteriole carries blood away from the renal capsule and
later branches to form the –
Blood capillaries – a concentrated network of capillaries that surrounds the proximal
convoluted tubule, the loop of Henle and the distal convoluted tubule and from where
they reabsorb mineral salts, glucose and water. These capillaries merge together into
venules (tiny veins) that in turn merge together to form the renal vein.
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One of the main purposes of the nephron (functional unit of the kidney), is to maintain water
potential of blood plasma and tissue fluid (osmoregulation)
1.
2.
3.
4.

The formation of glomerular filtrate by ultrafiltration
Reabsorption of glucose and water by the proximal convoluted tubule
Maintaining a gradient of sodium ions in the medulla by the loop of Henle
Reabsorption of water by the distal convoluted tubule and collecting ducts.

1. Formation of glomerular filtrate by ultrafiltration
Blood enters the kidney through the renal artery, which branches frequently to give around
one million tiny arterioles, each of which enters a renal (Bowman’s) capsule of a nephron.
These arterioles are called the afferent arterioles, which divide to give a complex of
capillaries known as the glomerulus. The glomerular capillaries then merge to form the
efferent arteriole, which then sub-divides into capillaries again. These capillaries then wind
their way around the various tubules of the nephron before combining to form the renal vein.
The walls of the glomerular capillaries are made up of epithelial cells with pores between
them. As the diameter of the afferent arteriole is greater than that of the efferent arteriole,
there is a build up of hydrostatic pressure within the glomerulus. As a result, water, glucose
and mineral ions are squeezed out of the capillary to form the glomerular filtrate. Blood
cells and proteins cannot pass across into the renal capsule as they are too large. However,
this movement of water, glucose and mineral ions has opposition to its flow, coming in the
form of:
•
•
•
•
•

Capillary epithelial cells
Connective tissue and epithelial cells of the blood capillary
Epithelial cells of the renal capsule
The hydrostatic pressure of the fluid in the renal capsule space
The low water potential of the blood in the glomerulus

These factors would all be enough to prevent the glomerular filtrate from leaving the
glomerular capillaries, but there are modifications to reduce this:
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•

•

The inner layer of the renal capsule is made up of specialised cells called podocytes.
These cells have spaces between them, allowing filtrate to pass beneath them and
through gaps between their branches. Filtrate passes between these cells rather than
through them
The endothelium of the glomerular capillaries has spaces between its cells. Again,
fluid can therefore pass between them, rather than through these cells.

As a result, hydrostatic pressure of the blood in the glomerulus is sufficient to overcome the
resistance and so filtrate passes from the blood into the renal capsule.
The filtrate, which contains urea, does not contain cells or plasma proteins as these are too
large to pass across the connective tissue. Many of the substances in the filtrate passing out of
blood each minute are extremely useful to the body and are reabsorbed.
2. Reabsorption of glucose and water by the proximal convoluted tubule
In the proximal convoluted tubule nearly 85% of the filtrate is reabsorbed back into the
blood. Ultrafiltration operates on the basis of size of the molecule – where small ones are
removed. Urea is not absorbed but most others are useful and so reabsorbed.
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The proximal convoluted tubules are adapted to reabsorb substances into the blood by having
epithelial cells that have:
•
•
•

Microvilli to provide a large surface area to reabsorb substances from the filtrate
Infoldings at their bases to give a large surface area to transfer reabsorbed substances
into blood capillaries
A high density of mitochondria to provide ATP for active transport

The process is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Sodium ions are actively transported out of the cells lining the proximal convoluted
tubule into blood capillaries to take them away. The sodium ion concentration in these
cells is therefore lowered
Sodium ions now diffuse down a concentration gradient from the lumen of the
proximal convoluted tubule into the epithelial lining cells, but only through special
carrier proteins by facilitated diffusion
These carrier proteins are of specific types, each of which carries another molecule
(glucose or amino acids or chloride ions, etc) along with the sodium ions. This is
known as co-transport, and more specifically a symport.
The molecules which have been co-transported into the cells of the proximal
convoluted tubule then diffuse into the blood. As a result, all the glucose and most
other valuable molecules are reabsorbed as well as water.
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3. Maintenance of a gradient of sodium ions by the loop of Henle
The loop of Henle is a hairpin-shaped tubule that extends into the medulla of the kidney. It is
responsible for water being reabsorbed from the collecting duct, thereby concentrating the
urine so that it has a lower water potential than the blood. The concentration of the urine
produced is directly related to the length of the loop of Henle.
The loop of Henle has two8 regions,
•
•

The descending limb, which is narrow and has thin walls that are permeable to waterThe ascending limb, which is wider and has thick walls that are impermeable to
water.

The loop of Henle acts as a counter-current multiplier.

•
•
•

Sodium ions are actively transported out of the ascending limb of the loop of Henle
using ATP provided by the many mitochondria in the cells of its wall
This creates a low water potential (high ion concentration) in the region of the
medulla between the two limbs (the interstitial region). Since the ascending limb has
walls impermeable to water, water does not leave by osmosis.
The walls of the descending limb are permeable to water and so it passes out the
filtrate, by osmosis, into the interstitial space. This water enters the blood capillaries
in this region by osmosis and is carried away.
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•
•
•
•
•

The filtrate progressively loses water in this way as it moves down the descending
limb, lowering its water potential. It reaches its lowest water potential at the tip of the
hairpin.
At the base of the ascending limb, sodium ions diffuse out of the filtrate and as it
moves up the ascending limb these ions are also actively pumped out, thus the filtrate
develops a progressively higher water potential
In the interstitial space between the ascending limb and the collecting duct there is a
gradient of water potential with the highest water potential in the cortex and an
increasingly lower water potential the further into the medulla you go
The collecting duct is permeable to water and so, as the filtrate moves down it, water
passes out of it by osmosis. This water passes by osmosis into the blood vessels that
occupy this space, and is carried away
As water passes out of the filtrate its water potential is lowered. However, the water
potential is also lowered in the interstitial space and so water continues to move out
by osmosis down the whole length of the collecting duct. The counter-current
multiplier ensures that there is always a water potential gradient drawing water out of
the tubule.

The water that passes out of the collecting duct by osmosis does so through channel proteins
that are specific to water (aquaporins). ADH can alter the number of these channels and so
control water loss. By the time the filtrate, which can be referred to as urine now, leaves the
collecting duct on its way to the bladder, it has lost most of its water and so it has a lower
water potential than the blood.
4. Reabsorption of water by the distal convoluted tubule and collecting ducts
The distal convoluted tubule has on its cells lining the wall, microvilli and many
mitochondria. This allows them to reabsorb, by active transport, material rapidly from the
filtrate. The main role of the distal tubule is to make final adjustments to the water and salts
that are reabsorbed and to control the pH of the blood by selecting which ions to reabsorb. To
achieve this, the permeability of its walls become altered under the influence of various
hormones.
The counter-current multiplier is where two liquids flow in opposite directions past one
another, like the principle found in fish. The loop of Henle utilises this principle as it means
that the filtrate in the collecting duct with a lower water potential meets the interstitial fluid
that has an even lower water potential. This means that, although the water potential gradient
between the collecting duct and interstitial fluid is small, it exists for the whole length of the
collecting duct. There is therefore a steady flow of water into the interstitial fluid, so almost
all of the water enters the interstitial fluid and hence the blood. If the two flows were in the
same direction less of the water would enter the blood.
The hypothalamus, posterior pituitary and antidiuretic hormone (ADH) all contribute in
osmoregulation. The hormones act on the distal convoluted tubule and the collecting duct.
The water potential of the blood depends on the amount of solutes present, for example
glucose, proteins, mineral ions and also the volume of water in the body. Rises in solute
potential from too little water being consumed, a lot of sweating or large amounts of ions
being taken in can all lower the water potential.
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The way that the body responds to this fall in water potential is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Osmoreceptors (cells) in the hypothalamus of the brain detect the fall in water
potential
When the water potential of the blood is low, water is lost from these osmoreceptor
cells by osmosis
Due to this loss of water, the osmoreceptor cells shrink, a change that causes the
hypothalamus to produce a hormone called antidiuretic hormone (ADH)
ADH passes to the posterior pituitary gland, from where it is secreted into the
capillaries
ADH passes in the blood to the kidney, where it increases the permeability to water of
the cell-surface membrane of the cells that make up the walls of the distal convoluted
tubule and collecting duct
Specific protein receptors on the cell-surface membrane of these cells bind to ADH
molecules, leading to activation of an enzyme called phosphorylase within the cell
The activation of phosphorylase causes vesicles within the cell to move to, and fuse
with, its cell-surface membrane
These vesicles contain pieces of plasma membrane that have numerous water channel
proteins (aquaporins) and so when they fuse with the membrane the number of water
channels is considerably increased, making the cell-surface membrane much more
permeable to water
ADH increases the permeability of the collecting duct to urea, which therefore passes
out, further lowering the water potential of the fluid around the duct
The combined effect is that more water leaves the collecting duct by osmosis, down a
water potential gradient, and re-enters the blood
As the reabsorbed water came from the blood in the first place, this will not, in itself,
increase the water potential of the blood, but merely prevent it getting lower. The
osmoreceptors also send nerve impulses to the thirst centre of the brain, to encourage
the individual to find and drink water
The osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus detect the rise in water potential and send
fewer impulses to the pituitary gland
The pituitary gland reduces the release of ADH and the permeability of the collecting
ducts to water and urea reverts to its former state. This is an example of homeostasis
and the principle of negative feedback.

A fall in solute concentration of the blood raises its water potential, which may be caused by
consuming a lot of water, or when salts used in metabolism or excreted are not replaced in
the diet.
The body responds to this rise in water potential as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

The osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus detect the rise in water potential and increase
the frequency of nerve impulses to the pituitary gland to reduce its release of ADH
Less ADH, via the blood, leads to a decrease in the permeability of the collecting
ducts to water and urea
Less water is reabsorbed into the blood from the collecting duct
More dilute urine is produced and water potential of the blood falls
When water potential returns to its normal value, the osmoreceptors in the
hypothalamus cause the pituitary to raise its ADH release back to normal levels.
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